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Abstract 
Proper sanitation is a human right. The need for public toilets is growing as 
the urban areas are increasing. Sylhet is a metropolitan and tourist-centered 
city. This place is the habitat of many people and a preferred travelling 
destination for many. As the city grows, the lack of public toilets is also 
causing some problems. There are only seven public toilets in Sylhet 
metropolitan area. This article tries to find locations in the Sylhet metro area 
where public restrooms should be installed. The paper examined the existing 
public toilets and collected data by interviewing local residents and toilet 
caretakers. Observing the tourist movement in Sylhet city and studying 
different articles were also done to set a proper approach. The report only 
suggests the places where public toilets should be constructed. No design has 
been proposed in this study. 
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1. Introduction: 
A city is a successful one when it can fulfill the basic needs of its people .One of the basic needs 
is the facility of proper sanitation (Yan et al., 2021). The lack of sanitation system is consider 
as a global problem (Reddy et al., 2019). Daily a person spends 8-10 hours outside for work 
(Shafi, Imam, Opel & Islam, July 09, 2011). During this time, he needs a private space to clear 
his bladder and bowel if needed (Kitchin & Law, 2001). According to World Health 
Organization, public toilets are essential for age-friendly cities (Help the Aged, 2007). To create 
a sustainable and comfortable city public toilet is essential (Greed, 2004).Due to rapid growth 
of urban area in developing countries, increases the high density and unplanned settlements 
which are dependent on public toilet for healthy sanitation (Mariwah et al., 2017). The lack of 
public toilets makes elderly people and the people with medical conditions suffer  (Bichard & 
Knight, 2012). The little facility of public toilet is the physical and symbolic evidence that the 
urban dwellers are not invited in the public sphere(Ellisa & Luana, 2022). So public toilet is 
essential for sustainable and healthy city and from ages, public toilet is constructed and 
maintained by municipalities (Antoniou et al., 2016). Sylhet is a divisional city where Sylhet 
metropolitan is the divisional headquarters (SFD, 2022). It is on the bank of Surma and is one 
of the oldest towns on the sub-continent. It is famous for Shah Jalal Dargah, the pioneer of 
spreading Islam in Bangladesh. It was updated as a city corporation in 2002. There are 27 
wards under Sylhet city corporation. Many people come to Sylhet every year for work, business, 
education and tourism. The number of residents living in Sylhet city is 
479,837(Triphobo,2022). On average, every day 10000 people visit Sylhet for tourism 
purposes (Mintu Deshwara, 2021).  Though Sylhet is an important metropolitan city there exist 
some major problems. One of the major problems is the lack of public toilet. The number of 
toilets and their accessibility is extremely poor. There are only 7 public toilets installed in 
Sylhet metropolitan area, which is very few in comparison to the required number. This paper 
studies the location and condition of existing public toilets. This paper is also studied which of 
the public toilets are successful and which are not. In this research, the most needed places for 
the public toilet are identified. 
 
Existing Condition of Public Toilets in Sylhet City: 
There are 7 public toilets in different locations of Sylhet metropolitan area which are 
constructed by Sylhet city corporation (fig-01). The filling station and market toilets are not 
counted as the public toilets facility in here. The toilets have different issues for which people 
face different challenges. These problems were identified through field survey to understand 
the existing situation and this data in the following table which will help the new proposals 
(Tab-01). 
 
Kumargao Bus stand Public Toilet: 
It is located at the end side of the Bus stand. Daily 200-250 people use this toilet and most of 
the users are bus workers like drivers, helpers and counter officers. There are 2 toilets and 2 
urinals for men and only 2 toilets for the women. And on top of that, these toilets are terribly 
unhygienic with minimal privacy. Moreover, no handicap ramp is provided in these toilets. 
 
Osmani Medical Public Toilet: 
It is located in the emergency unit of Osmani medical. Daily 300-350 people use this toilet and 
among these people majority users are CNG drivers and relatives of the patients. There are 3 
toilets and 4 urinals for men and only 2 toilets for the women.2 shower rooms for men and 
woman. Cleaned toilet and have privacy between men and women toilet. 
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Figure: 01: Existing Public toilet position in the city 
Source: Google map (modified by author) 
 

Table: 01: Overview condition of existing public toilets 
 

Existing 
Condition 

Kumargao 
Busstand 

Sylhet 
Osmai 
Medical 

 Cowhatta Sylhet Railway 
Station 

Kadamtoli 
Muktijoddha 
Chattar 

Dhopadighir 
Par 

Mejortila 

 
Cleanliness 
 

 
Very much 
Uncleand 

 
Clean 

 
Clean 

 
Clean 

 
Clean 

 
Clean 

 
Very much 
Uncleand 

 
Separate 
Gender toilet 
 

 
No separate 
gender 
toilet 

 
separate 
gender 
toilet 

 
separate 
gender 
toilet 

 
separate 
gender toilet 

 
No separate 
gender toilet 

 
separate 
gender toilet 

 
No separate 
gender toilet 

 
Security 
 

 
Not much 

 
Exist 

 
Exist 

 
Exist 

 
Exist 

 
Exist 

 
No 

Toilet Fixture 
Condition 

 
Very poor 

 
okay 

 
okay 

 
okay 

 
okay 

 
okay 

 
Very poor 

 
Handicape 
Excibility 

 
No 

 
No  

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

 
No 

Easily 
Locatable  

 
No 
 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Yes 

 
No 

 
Chowhatta Public Toilet: 
This is located in the middle of chowhatta and Daragh gate point and visible from the main 
road. On average,300-350 people use this toilet on the daily basis. Most of the users, of this 
toilet, are local people working near the area and some tourists who come to Daragh. There are 
3 toilets and 4 urinals for men and only 2 toilets for the women are allocated. The toilet is well 
maintained and has privacy. 
 
Sylhet Railway Station Public Toilet: 
It is located in the main entry of Sylhet railway station. Daily 200-250 people use this toilet. 
Most of the users are bus drivers and passengers of the train. There are 2 toilets and 4 urinals 
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for men and only 2 toilets for the women. Four shower rooms for men and women. The toilets 
are not clean and do not have privacy; these have no handicap accessibility.  
 
Kadamtoli Muktijoddha Chattar Public Toilet: 
It is located in the main entry Kadamtoli Muktijoddha Chattar.  Daily 350-400 people use this 
toilet. Most of the users are bus drivers and passengers of the bus. There are 2 toilets and 2 
urinals for men and only 2 toilets for the women. Two shower rooms for men and women. The 
toilets are clean and do not have privacy; these have no handicap accessibility.  
 
Dhopadighir Par Public Toilet: 
This is located behind the Osmani Shishu Park and visible from the main road. On average,90-
100 people use this toilet on the daily basis. There are 2 toilets and 2 urinals for men and only 
2 toilets for the women are allocated. The toilet is well maintained and has privacy with 
handicap accessibility. 
 
Mejortila Public Toilet: 
It is located behind Bus shade of major tila. There is only one toilet which is under the control 
of shop owners nearby it. The general public cannot use it. There are only 2 toilets and not 
distinguish between men and women. Not cleaned at all. 
 
2. Literature Review:   
Outside their house, sometimes people need a private place to clear their bladder and bowel 
(Kitchin & Law, 2001).This place is called public toilet. There is no actual law on public toilet. 
A public toilet is a facility of pay-per-use (Afacan & Gurel, 2015). People pay money to the 
caretaker of the toilet after using it who keeps the toilet clean and usable. Without public toilet 
a city cannot be a successful city.  Public toilet is necessary to build sustainable, user-friendly, 
safe, accessible and equitable cities. Cities with inadequate toilet provision for the people 
cannot achieve the title of sustainable, inclusive and healthy cities (Bichard et al, 2004).  Public 
toilet also helps to control some medical conditions. The woman and aged people face the 
problem to control their bladder. 60% of woman age over 40 and 50% age over 50 face this 
problem (Minassian et al., 2008). Delaying the use of the toilet to urinate when  women are 
outside houses cause dysfunction and poor bladder health (Hartigan et al., 2020).To control 
bladder cancers public toilet is needed (Bichard & Knight, 2012).Lack of public toilet hamper 
the movement of city people  (Knight and Bichard, 2011). Many women limit their travel based 
on the availability of toilet (Kitchen and Law, 2001).   Lack of adequate toilet provision can lead 
to the avoidance of travelling (Norton, 1982). That’s why a designer must consider every age, 
gender and people’s ability before designing public toilet (Greed, 2009).  Now we can see 
handicapped people didn’t get equal consideration like normal people (Kitchin & Law, 2001). 
The provision of  public toilet is also matter of creating great design and land use (Afacan & 
Gurel, 2015). Public toilet is also source place for transmitting Covid-19 virus (Sun et al., 2021). 
So the facility should be controlled from central authority to maintain its workability (Njeru, 
2014). 
 
3. Methodology:   
The face-to-face interviews were done with the caretakers of the toilets. From there some data 
of using the toilet was gathered. A questionnaires survey was done through the general people 
of Sylhet to find out the public opinion. 350 people of different categories were interviewed 
through questionnaires. The field survey for this paper was done to understand the actual 
condition of existing public toilets. The public toilets which were surveyed in this paper, were 
made by Sylhet City Corporation. To understand the work how it should be done, some 
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references had been studied from other countries case studies. Considering all the aspects and 
challenges the researcher proposed some locations where some public toilets are immediately 
needed in Sylhet city.  
 
4. Public reaction on public toilet: 
There was a survey done, through some questions, on 300 people of different ages (fig-02) and 
qualifications (fig-03) who live in Sylhet metropolitan area. The survey is done to understand 
the uses of existing public toilets and how many people use it with their demand for new public 
toilets.  

 

 
 
People on existing public toilet: 
There are a substantial number of people who do not know about the existing public toilet. 
Through this study, it became known that, not a single person knows all the 7 of the toilets, 2% 
know only 5 of them, 15% know 4, 20% know 3, 55% know 2 and 8% know only 1 of the toilets 
(fig-04). Among them, 27.3% of people have used any of these public toilets (fig-05).  
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Fig-02: Percantage of different age people
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People demand on public toilet: 
From this survey, 99.7% of people think they need public toilets in distinguished locations. 
They think these 7 public toilets are not enough to support the city because there less in 
number and are not located where people needed the toilets most. Logically enough, the people 
in Sylhet city corporation want toilets in those positions where they go for their daily activities.  
 
5. The places that are most visited by public: 
For their daily needs and their education or work people stay out of their house more than 8 
hours a day, this data is on the people who live in Sylhet. Sylhet is a tourist place and most of 
the tourist stays in hotel which are in the Sylhet city from here they go to visit surrounding 
tourist areas. Their movement is quite different from the local people.  
 
Resident’s people of Sylhet City corporation most visit: 
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Fig 05:Percantage of using these public toilets
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There are fewcommon places in Sylhet where people spend most of their time these places vary 
for a divergentt functions: the MahajanPatti, Laldighi par, Bandar bazaar and Amberkhana are 
for business purposes. Madina Market, Zindabazar, Lamabazar, Noyasharak and Kumarpara 
for shopping purposes. Sust Gate,and Eidgagh are those places where people spend their 
leisure time with friends. There are also other places like Pathatola, Tilagor, Subidbazar, 
Housing state, Rikabi bazar where people visit for different purposes mostly like education, 
exercise and medical checkup (fig-06). 
 

 
Fig 06: The places sylhet city people visit most 
Source: Google map (modified by author) 
 

Tourist people of movement in the sylhet city: 
As a tourist place, lots of people visit Sylhet every week and most of them come by bus and 
train. From bus and train station some people go to Zinda Bazar panshi or pach bhai restaurant 
to take their meal and then go to their hotel or tourist spot. Other people who are staying in 
Sylhet, come to amberkhana which is the point from where people go to jaflong, bichanakandi, 
bholaganj, ratargul and shah poran mazar. The shah jalal mazar the places which is also near 
amberkhana and is visited by all the people (fig-07). 
 

 
Fig 07: Major Route of tourists in sylhet city  
Source: Google map (modified by author) 
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6. Recommendations 
Sylhet metropolitan city needs more public toilets than the existing 7 toilets. Among the 7 
toielts Kumargao bus stand’s toilet and Mejortila public toilet must be relocated so that the 
people can easily find them. There should be public toilets near Amberkhana, Rikabibazar, 
Zindabazar,Tilagoar, Mirabazar, Uposahar, Bandarbazar, Eidgagh, Madina Market point and in 
front of sust gate because there is a huge number of people visit these places every day. One 
public toilet will be enough for laldighi par and mohajon potti. Theoretically, the kean bridge 
people can use the bandarbazar toilet because it is inside the 500m area. There should be one 
public toilet between pathantola-subidbazar and another one should be between subidbazart-
amberkhana (fig-08). Increasing the availability of public toilet in different places encourage 
the residents to have a healthy life (Park & Bliss, 2019). If all these can be achieved then most 
of the people can easily access to these toilets. Public Toilets should be accessible for all kind 
of people (Maroko et al., 2021). There should be provision for handicapped people, extra toilet 
for handicapped people is needed.  
 

 
Fig 08: Proposed public toilet Locations 
 

7. Conclusion 
Sylhet is developing day by day and the area of Sylhet city corporation also have been increased 
in recent years. It is the responsibility of the local authority to provide all the facilities which 
are needed by the residents. People need toilets outside home as many as possible so that they 
can use them in their emergencies and there should be within a one-kilometre range. The study 
proposed the places where the public toilet should immediately be installed. In this regards the 
people will get confidence to move quickly inside the city. This will help Sylhet to become a 
sustainable and healthy city. If public toilets are constructed in this location, it will also improve 
the public hygiene of Sylhet City. The limitations are the local authority initiative. 
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